PENTAHOTEL
BEIJING

good to know
The usual isn’t for you. We understand. Wherever you go, you want to be there,
and not just skating on the surface. Cool. That’s the start of understanding our
pentahotel mind. A 307-room concept in the heart of Beijing, pentahotel may only
be two minutes from Chongwenmen Metro Station but it’s far, far away from what
you’ve experienced with other hotels. Stroll to the heart of Beijing. Tiananmen
Square, the Forbidden City and the Temple of Heaven are the oxygen you’ll
breathe, the colour you’ll see and the tastes you’ll never forget. Be our pentaguest
and discover it...

go to your room!
CATEGORIES
penta room
penta plus room
penta family room
penta suite room

penta at your service
ROOMS
252
45
4
6

AREA (m2)
29–30
36–39
45-56
45-56

The hotel has laundry service, room service is of course available
24/7 and you have a choice of free and premium WIFI. If you’re
driving, we’ve got parking space available. Need to sweat? You
can work out in our high-spec fitness room.

We’ve got spacious guest rooms, all non smoking, all with
hairdryer and full set of chic toiletries. Kick back and enjoy free
WIFI access to the internet. Want to chill out or raise the
temperature?

let’s get down to business
With four meeting rooms for you to choose from, penta can
easily accommodate business gatherings from 6 to 60 people.
You‘ll find all the high-tech spec you need to give your event,
conference or private party the perfect Beijing backdrop. And
for anything else you need, team penta is ready to spring into
action and get things done.

eat, drink and be penta
Whether for work or play, your room is your castle and we’ll treat
you royally. Starting with our (far-from-standard) standard double
rooms, there are several penta formats, with many venues offer
a touch more, including penta plus room and grand options. Ask
for details...

Shoot to chill in the pentalounge. It’s the heart of the hotel:
billiard table, 24-hour bar and the best steak n´ burger and
cocktail combos in town.
Was there something else? Oh yes, the tunes. It’s all good.

RESERVATIONS
For reservations, please contact your travel professional, the hotel directly on +8610 67088031 or visit www.pentahotels.com
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ۡ̚Ӑऄᘓ
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᠄࠶ྱቩន˝నҫ
᠄࠶ྱᦤआ࠱˝ଡΘॶรᛧ֖Кܸϊ࠴ௐࠆੜ˖ҫ̾Ԣ͕Бጲ

ዜѾ
᠄࠶ྱࠆੜ
᠄࠶ྱᰳጞࠆੜ
᠄࠶ྱࠑऐࠆੜ
᠄࠶ྱᒯ࠳ࠆੜ
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Ꭹፎǌੇ͂ᤆ࠱˝ଡΘϢᢻͮ̾ΦधᢻᏪᄉǌݟ౦ਆ᜵ࡉᒰᄉѢ
ෂὋʿ᜵࿆៸ὋЌ໗ᑞ᧙ᄉϣᢵੜኍय़ᄉҁǌ

ੇ͂థࠔ̜ᄉ᭣խཎࠆੜὋࣲКᦉБᦠܫծ᮲Ὃዴᒰร漱ၸֵ
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ᝢᄽࢹͺ
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य़Ὃڒ໗߸ᄉ͉ҫǌ

ֵ։᠄࠶ྱᎾᮻ·ᐲ
ʿ௦˝ࢹͺᤆ௦͓᫋ˬޠϡࠆᦤआὋੇ͂ᦏ࠱˝ଡΘᄋࠑጞय़᥄ᄉ͕

ᯰʼᦤआᗂՏ᠄࠶ྱ͓᫋աஉౚʶʽաὀੇ͂࠱Θःಷီǋ࠴ௐᦤա̾

ࠆੜǌᬓಕэԤ̠ᫍܰὋᤆథӉդఝܲஶᦠؒ߸ݒᄉܲሗੜۋΘᤤસǌ Ԣۡ̚ణ·ᄉྥᐚල֖ۿᲛࡊᦤݒᮿǌॆཨὋᎾݫҮեᄉᮂˬ˶ʿԺᎤܾὋ
ڙᤇ᧖ʶѬ࠱௦ݟᎾݝǌ

ᮔᝠ
ݟᭉᮔᝠὋឯષ੩ᦤआຣབጲ+8610 67088031ᄅेwww.pentahotels.com。
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